
GET READY TO TEST YOUR FAMILY’S 
CREATIVITY. GOOD LUCK, ADVENTURERS! 

GATHER THE FAMILY TOGETHER FOR AN  
ADVENTURES BY DISNEY TRIVIA CHALLENGE

©DISNEY

King Tutankhamun Great Pyramids of GizaPapyrus Nile River

Pharaoh

Great Sphinx of Giza

Hieroglyphics Souk Temple of Isis at Philae

Abu Simbel Temples Luxor Temple

Can you correctly pair each word with its 
description? If so, you’re a born Egyptologist! 
1) Print out this guide, cut out the categories below and place the descriptions on a table.

2) Take the eleven Egyptian-themed words and try to match them to their descriptions.

3) Take a picture of each player’s matches so you can compare at the end.

4) Each player gets their chance to match all the words correctly.

5) After everyone has played, look at the answer sheet (here) to see how many each member of your family got right.

6) You get one point for every card matched correctly, so each player can possibly score 11 points total. 

7) The player(s) with the most points at the end wins the game.

Good luck, adventurers!

E D I T I O N

M A T C H  I T !

EGYPT

CARDS:

DESCRIPTIONS:
One of the seven wonders of 
the world. Did you know the 

Egyptians created a new unit of 
measure called the cubit to build 

these incredible structures?

Mythical part-human, 
part-lion creature carved from 

a single piece of limestone

A marketplace. On the Adventures 
by Disney trip to Egypt, travelers 

will visit Khan el-Khalili, 
a major marketplace that was 

established in the 14th century.

Without this important body of water, 
Egypt would only be desert! It �ows 
over 4,100 miles serving as a vital 

source of irrigation.

Also known as the “ boy king.” 
On the Adventures by Disney trip 
to Egypt, guests visit the Valley of 

the Kings, where the tomb of this young 
pharaoh is located.

Word meaning “Great House,” 
where these rulers and protectors 

of ancient Egypt lived.

�is temple complex, part of the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site known 
as the “Nubian Monuments,” contains 

twin temples carved out of the 
mountainside in the 13th century BC.

A plant that ancient Egyptians 
used to make paper. It was also 
used to make things like rope, 

cloth, and boxes. 

Developed around 3150 B.C., this system of writing includes over 
700 pictorial characters. On the Adventures by Disney trip to Egypt, 

Junior Adventurers learn how to write their name in this ancient script.
�is temple honors the goddess who 

was known as the giver of life.

�is temple features towering columns 
and was built on what was known as 

the ancient city of �ebes. �is may 
have been the site where many of 

Egypt’s kings were crowned.




